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Abstract

This paper proves the existence of and explicitly determines
e�ective bandwidths for a class of non Markovian uid source
models, featuring multiple data-transmission rates and ar-
bitrary distributions for the times these rates are sustained.
The investigated models cover considerably more tra�c pro-
�les than the usual Markovian counterparts and have re-
duced state-space requirements. The e�ective bandwidth,
as a function of the asymptotic loss probability decay rate,
is implicitly derivable by the requirement that the spectral
radius of an appropriate nonnegative matrix be equal to
unity. The e�ective bandwidth function is shown to be, ei-
ther strictly increasing, or constant and equal to the mean
rate. Sources of the second kind, which are characterized,
generalize the notion of `CBR' tra�c. Furthermore, a study
for the limiting e�ective bandwidth, towards a loss-less en-
vironment, is undertaken; it is shown that the limiting value
may, under some fully identi�ed restrictions on the source
behavior, be less than the source's peak rate. Under those
restrictions, a source may have reduced bandwidth require-
ments, even if it features a large peak rate.

1 Introduction

Resource management and the associated control functions
to support it present some of the most important problems
in the way towards the future broadband communication
networks. A large number of the proposed approaches to
these problems promotes the e�ective bandwidth theory as
the underlying foundation for constructing the appropriate
control mechanisms. This is no accident, since the e�ec-
tive bandwidth theory boils all resource requirements for a
given connection down to a conceptually simple scalar de-
scriptor, derivable only from information about the connec-
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tion's characteristics, the bu�ering capabilities at the con-
gestion points and the desired quality of service (expressed
as a loss probability percentile). No information about the
other connections in the system is necessary, a property of
great importance which dramatically reduces the dimension
of the computational problems. Furthermore, the e�ective
bandwidth is additive: the required bandwidth for the su-
perposition of a number of given independent connections is
simply the sum of the e�ective bandwidths of the individ-
ual connections. This property not only simpli�es admission
control schemes, but also provides a direct link to well known
techniques developed for classical circuit switching systems.

Of course the e�ective bandwidth theory has its short-
comings. Firstly, it's an asymptotic theory, valid to the
limit as the bu�ering capabilities tend to in�nity (main-
taining a �nite constant of proportionality to the logarithm
of the QoS value). Secondly, it conservatively ignores the
part of the multiplexing gain due to rate cancellations over
many connections (if it didn't, the nice additive property
wouldn't hold any more). Despite these blemishes, the at-
tractive properties of the theory and the present domain
of application, viz. ATM (featuring multiplexers with large
bu�ers and very stringent QoS demands) combine to justify
the popularity of the e�ective bandwidth approach.

The concept of e�ective bandwidth for high-speed net-
works was originally proposed by [9, 10, 8] and was applied
to iid, Markovian On/O�, and other simple source models.
A more general development of the theory, for the Marko-
vian framework [6], and for general stationary sources [2, 11],
followed. See also [3] for further references therein and a re-
view of the e�ective bandwidth theory along the lines of
the statistical mechanics viewpoint. Reference [4] provides
a recent review of resource management techniques over the
e�ective bandwidth idea.

The present general theory declares that for any source
model (either in the uid, or the discrete cell domain), under
the assumption of stationarity and some other mild condi-
tions (to be reviewed later), there exists an e�ective band-
width function, derivable on the basis of the moment gener-
ating function of the total amount of data generated by the
source within time t, asymptotically as t ! 1. This not
only provides a `recipe' for determining the e�ective band-
width for arbitrary sources, but also provides, at least in
principle, a way to by-pass modeling; instead of being cal-
culated, the asymptotic moment generating function can be
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measured directly (for work along this line, see [5]). Direct
measurement of asymptotic quantities within a reasonable
amount of time, however, is di�cult and error-prone, at least
for sources of non trivial complexity. Consequently, model-
ing still remains a valuable tool in the arsenal of analysts
and designers.

The most general class of models for which e�ective band-
width functions have been explicitly calculated is the class of
multi-rate Markovian models. The purpose of this paper is
to provide an explicit calculation of the e�ective bandwidth
function for a more general class of source models. Twomain
reasons provided the motivation: (a) the process of approx-
imating a given source's behavior by a Markovian model
often results in a Markov chain of very large state-space
(and associated computational complexity); and (b) many
sources exhibit a de�nitely non-Markovian nature, especially
in the presence of tra�c shaping or source-based throttle
control. The models in the extended class covered in this
paper allow an arbitrary (�nite) number of data generating
rates, mapped to corresponding states. Transitions from
state to state still occur according to a (discrete) Markov
Chain. However, the sojourn times spent in the various
states are allowed general distributions. With this arrange-
ment, the state-space is dramatically reduced; as an exam-
ple, completely general on/o� sources are always described
with a state-space containing exactly two states. The e�ec-
tive bandwidth, as a function of the asymptotic loss proba-
bility decay rate is determined implicitly, by the requirement
that the spectral radius of an appropriate nonnegative ma-
trix be equal to unity.

The study of the generalized class of models in this paper
reveals new properties, not shared by the usual Markovian
uids. To start with, the e�ective bandwidth is shown to
be, either a strictly increasing function of the asymptotic
decay rate (as in the Markovian framework), or constant
and equal to the source's mean rate. Sources of the sec-
ond kind, which may well feature multiple data-generation
rates, are completely characterized and generalize the no-
tion of `CBR' tra�c. Furthermore, a study for the limit-
ing e�ective bandwidth, as the quality requirement becomes
unboundedly stringent, is undertaken. It is shown that the
limiting e�ective bandwidth may, under some fully identi�ed
restrictions on the source behavior, be less than the source's
peak rate (unlike usual Markovian models). In other words,
it is shown that a source exhibiting a large peak rate may
still have reduced bandwidth requirements, provided that
the large peak rate is counter-balanced by other features in
the source's behavior. The conditions for a reduced limiting
e�ective bandwidth may be of value either to the designer
of a terminal, or to settings were the source's activity is
controllable `on-line'.

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows.
Section 2 establishes some preliminary results, reviews some
background material and introduces the main bulk of the no-
tation. Section 3 presents the generalized class of models,
proves the existence of, and calculates the e�ective band-
width function and investigates properties on monotonicity.
The subsequent Section 4 determines the limiting e�ective
rate and comments on the `large bu�er' asymptotic regime
under which the e�ective bandwidth theory is valid. Some
numerical results are presented in Section 5 to illustrate key
concepts of our work and validate the results. Finally, Sec-
tion 6 recapitulates the �ndings of the paper.

2 Preliminaries and background material

2.1 Convex functions

We state the following two lemmas on convex functions, for
later usage. The �rst lemma characterizes the monotonicity
of certain functions, through the convexity of other associ-
ated functions.

Lemma 2.1 Let f(x) be a continuous, convex (alt.: strictly
convex) function de�ned on an interval I � IR containing 0
and assume that there exists the lim x!0

x2I
(f(x)=x) = l 6= �1.

De�ne g(x) := f(x)=x, for x 6= 0 and set g(0) = l. Then,
g(x) is a continuous, increasing (alt.: strictly increasing)
function on I.

The second lemma characterizes convex analytic functions.

Lemma 2.2 A function convex and analytic on an inter-
val I � IR is either strictly convex or linear on the whole
of I.

The proofs may be found in the appendix.

2.2 Moment generating functions

Consider a nonnegative random variable (r.v.) X, its PDF
denoted as F (�) and let (�) stand for its moment generating

function, viz., (!) = IE e!X . De�ne its e�ective domain as

 = f! 2 IR j (!) < 1g and let !� = sup
. Since X is
nonnegative, !� � 0. We will assume throughout that !� >
0. This is equivalent to assuming that the tail of 1�F (x) has
an exponential upper bound; as a consequence, all moments
ofX are �nite. Finally, we make the assumption that !� 62 

(i.e., 
 is open). Then, by a direct application of Fatou's
Lemma, lim!!!��0 (!) =1.

For all ! 2 
, the generator function (!) is a strictly1

increasing analytic function. It is also a log-convex, hence
convex function. The following lemma, to be used in several
future occasions, characterizes (!) more completely:

Lemma 2.3 log (!) is either strictly convex or linear on
the whole of 
. Linearity applies i� X is a.s. constant.

Proof Pick two di�erent !1; !2 2 
 and choose 0 < h1; h2,
such that h1 + h2 = 1. De�ne ai(x) := ehi!ix, and let pi =

h�1i , for i = 1; 2. By H�older's inequality,

(h1!1 + h2!2) = IE[a1(X)a2(X)]

�
�
IE[a1(X)p1]

�1=p1�
IE[a2(X)

p2 ]
�1=p2

= (!1)
h1(!2)

h2 ;

proving log-convexity. Further, by the condition for equal-
ity in H�older's inequality, (!) is strictly log-convex, unless
a1(X)p1 = Ca2(X)p2 , a.s., for some constant C. This im-
mediately translates to X = logC=(!1 � !2) a.s. For the
`if part', when X is a.s. constant direct calculation yields
linearity.

We will also need the following fact, immediately arising
from the strict concavity of the logarithm:

Lemma 2.4 For every !, it holds log (!) � ! IEX. Fur-
thermore, for ! 6= 0, equality holds i� X is a.s. constant.

1Unless X is a.s. zero, in which case (!) is constant. Almost
surely zero r.v.s do not arise in this paper.
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We �nally connect the asymptotic behavior of (!) to
the extremal values of the r.v. X, that is its essential supre-

mum, ess supX
def
= supf x j F (x) < 1 g and its essential

in�mum, ess inf X
def
= inff x j F (x) > 0 g. Note that for

a nonnegative X, ess inf X � 0. De�ne !�1 log (!) as an
extended real valued function (equal to +1 for ! =2 
).
Because of Lemma 2.3, all assumptions of Lemma 2.1 are
ful�lled (with lim!!0 !

�1 log (!) = 0(0)=(0) = IEX).
Thus, !�1 log (!) is an increasing function, hence its lim-
its, as ! ! �1 exist, in the extended sense. The following
lemma states that these limits are equal to the extremal
values of X.

Lemma 2.5 lim!!+1 !�1 log (!) = ess supX. Similarly,
lim!!�1 !�1 log (!) = ess inf X.

Proof We prove only the �rst limit, the arguments for the
other being similar. Assume �rst that ess supX = a < +1.
Due to the de�nition of ess supX, for every � > 0, there
exists a �(�) > 0, such that F (a� �) = 1� �(�). Thus,

e
!a
� (!) �

Z +1

a��

e
!x

dF (x) � e
(a��)!

�(�); 8!; � > 0;

the �rst inequality being due to the fact that ess supX = a.
By taking logarithms, dividing by ! and letting �rst ! !

+1 and then � ! 0, we obtain lim!!+1 !�1 log (!) =
a = ess supX.

Now assume that ess supX = +1, but suppose that
lim!!+1 !�1 log (!) = a < +1. We obtain,

e
!a
� (!) �

Z +1

�+

e
!x

dF (x) � e
�!
�
1�F (�)

�
; 8! � 0;8�;

the �rst inequality being due to the fact that !�1 log (!)
is an increasing function and its limiting value as ! ! +1

is a. By rearranging, we obtain 1 � F (�) � e(a��)!, for all
! � 0, which implies that F (�) = 1, 8� > a, i.e., ess supX �

a < +1, a contradiction. Thus, we have shown the intended
equality for in�nite values too.

2.3 Nonnegative matrices

Throughout the paper, we use the following notation on
matrix (or vector) relations: given two matrices A and B,
we write A � B, when the inequality holds element-wise, for
all elements. We say that A > B when A � B and A 6= B,
i.e., the inequality is strict for at least a pair of elements.

Finally, we write A
+

> B when the inequality is strict for all
elements of A and B.

Consider a nonnegative matrix A � 0. The standard
Perron-Frobenius theory (see e.g., [1]) states that the spec-
tral radius �(A) is an eigenvalue, corresponding to a non-
negative eigenvector. If, furthermore, A is irreducible, then
�(A) is a simple eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvec-

tor x is strictly positive (x
+

> 0). Additionally, every other
nonnegative eigenvector y is a multiple of x [1, p. 27], that
is, it necessarily corresponds to �(A).

The spectral radius of nonnegative matrices is an increas-
ing function of any of their elements, i.e., if 0 � A � B,
then �(A) � �(B). Irreducibility strengthens this result as
follows [1, p. 27]: if 0 � A < B and A+B is irreducible, then
�(A) < �(B). Consequently, the spectral radius of an irre-
ducible nonnegative matrix is a strictly increasing function
of any of its elements.

The following result provides a lower bound for the spec-
tral radius of nonnegative matrices:

Lemma 2.6 (see [7], Theorem 3.1) Let A be a nonneg-
ative matrix with �(A) > 0, such that it admits strictly posi-
tive left and right Perron eigenvectors, u and v, normalized
so that

P
j
ujvj = 1. Then, for every positive de�nite diag-

onal matrix D it holds

log �(DA) �
X
j

ujvj log dj + log �(A):

If ATA is irreducible, equality holds i� D = aI.

Note that ref. [7] states the theorem for irreducible A and

the condition for strict inequality to require A
+

> 0 (relaxed
in comments to the condition that A is completely indecom-
posable). The proof however immediately reveals that the
result holds as stated in Lemma 2.6. The upper bound is
`best-possible' in the sense that there exist A � 0 for which
the bound is attained for every positive de�nite D. Indeed,
this hold trues if A is a k � k cyclic matrix with period k ,
viz.,

A =

0
@

0 � 0 � � � 0
0 0 � � � � 0

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.
.

.

.

.
� 0 0 � � � 0

1
A; (1)

where the nonzero elements are marked as �. Note that
although the condition for strict inequality in the lemma is
satis�ed if A is completely indecomposable, this is not so if
A is merely irreducible and aperiodic. For example, if the el-
ement in the last row and second column within (1) becomes

positive, then A becomes primitive, but ATA is completely
decomposable and there exists D, not of all elements equal,
that achieves equality in the bound. (Thus the Remark 3.2,
in page 471 of [7] is wrong.) Lastly, we mention that the
condition for strict inequality is su�cient but not necessary.
In general, even if ATA is reducible, the elements of D must
satisfy a certain relation (depending on the structure of A)
to obtain equality.

2.4 E�ective bandwidths of general stationary sources

We now summarize some elements of the e�ective band-
width theory necessary in our later developments, drawing
from reference [2]. Consider a uid2 information source, gen-
erating data at rate r(t), t � 0. The amount of information

generated within the interval [t1; t2] is V (t1; t2) =
R t2
t1
r(t) dt.

De�ne

V
�(�; t)

def
= sup

s�0

log IE e
�V (s;t+s) (2)

and consider the following `regularity' conditions, collec-
tively referred to as the `conditions R':

R1 The process f r(t); t � 0 g is stationary and ergodic;

R2 a(�)
def
= ��1 limt!1

�
V �(�; t)=t

�
exists for all � > 0;

R3 �a(�) is strictly convex and di�erentiable for all � > 0;

2Entirely analogous results hold for sources generating information
in discrete quanta, and in fact [2] states its results within the discrete
setting.
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Subject to conditions R1{2, we call a(�) the e�ective band-
width function of the process. The superposition of a num-
ber of independent processes (each one of them being sub-
ject to conditions R1{2) has e�ective bandwidth equal to
the sum of the e�ective bandwidths of the constituent pro-
cesses. Note that, by (2) and Lemma 2.3, �a(�), if it exists,
is convex, hence a(�) is, by Lemma 2.1, increasing. Further-
more, if R3 also holds, by the same reasoning we see that
a(�) is strictly increasing.

A tra�c source with e�. bandwidth function a(�) enjoys
the following property: if the source loads an in�nite queue
with output capacity equal to c and if, for some � > 0,
a(�) < c, then the queue length q(t), at all times, has an
exponential upper bound with parameter �, i.e., there exists
a constant d(�), such that, for all t � 0 and all x � 0,

it holds Prf q(t) � x g � d(�)e��x. In other words, the
condition a(�) < c guarantees that the queue length decays
exponentially at all times, with a rate at least as good as �.
Conversely, if c < a(�) then the queue content cannot be
bounded exponentially with respect to �.

The two statements taken together imply that, to achieve
an exponential decay with rate at least as �, the output
capacity must be chosen at least equal to a(�). In the general
case, if this is done the system achieves an exponential decay
with rate equal to ��, where �� = supf � j a(�) < c g. If the
additional condition R3 holds, then a(�) is strictly increasing
and, instead of an upper bound, we have an asymptotic
`match', i.e., there exists a stationary distribution of the
queue length q(1) and limx!1(� log Prf q(1) � x g=x) =
�, with � = a�1(c).

3 The model and its e�ective bandwidth

The class of models we consider in this paper comprises a
number K of states, each corresponding to a data-generation
rate rj , j = 1; : : : ;K. Not all rates are equal (otherwise, the
model describes a plain CBR source). We write r̂ for the
peak rate maxj rj and denote R = diagfrjg. Each time
the model enters a state, it spends there a random amount
of time, then moves to another state. The movement from
state to state occurs according to a (discrete) irreducible
Markov Chain, described by the transition probability ma-
trix P . Let � denote the invariant probability vector of this
Markov chain, viz. �P = � and

P
j
�j = 1. The sojourn

time for a particular visit at some state is independent of all
the states visited in the past or future and the corresponding
sojourn times. Finally, di�erent visits to a particular state
correspond to iid random variables.

Let Tj denote a `typical' sojourn time at state j. In
the notation of subsection 2.2, let j(!), 
j and !�j denote
respectively the moment generating function for Tj , its ef-
fective domain and the supremum of the latter. Arbitrary
distributions are allowed for the variables Tj, the only re-
strictions being those mentioned in subsection 2.2, viz. for
all j: !�j > 0 (i.e., no `long range dependence'), and !�j 62 
j

(open e�ective domains). We use �j, �
+
j and ��j to denote

respectively the expected value, essential supremum and es-
sential in�mum of Tj .

Without loss of generality, we assume that there is no
state k with Tk being a.s. zero, otherwise this state is trivial
and can be removed from the system (the adjusted Markov
chain being the stochastic complement of P , with respect to
the non-trivial states). Thus, for all j:, �j ; �

+
j > 0. Further-

more, note that if Tj is to reect the whole sojourn in state j
before moving to another state k 6= j, then P must feature

pjj = 0; 8j. The system may always easily be transformed
to this `normal' form, by appropriate adaptation of P and
the moment generators. The results in the paper do not
require the model to be in normal form.

Standard Markov Renewal theory predicts that the data
generation rate for this class of models is a stationary and
ergodic process (thus condition R1 of subsection 2.4 holds).
The corresponding mean rate is

�r =

PK

j=1
�j�jrjPK

j=1
�j�j

: (3)

We introduce two variables, � and u, and consider the values
j(rj� � u), for all the combinations that satisfy rj� � u 2

j. We write �(�; u) for diagfj(rj� � u)g and �0(�; u) for
diagf0j(rj� � u)g. For each permissible pair of values the

matrix A(�;u)
def
= �(�; u)P is a nonnegative irreducible ma-

trix. Let

�(�; u)
def
= �

�
A(�; u)

�
: (4)

By reference to Lemma 2.6, we immediately obtain the lower
bound

log �(�; u) �
X
j

�j log j(rj� � u): (5)

The following theorem provides deeper insight into the
structure of the construction just described:

Theorem 3.1 For every � � 0, there exists a unique u(�),

such that �
�
�; u(�)

�
= 1. This value satis�es �r� � u(�) �

r̂�. The function u(�) is analytic and strictly increasing. In
particular, u0(0) = �r.

Proof By construction, A(�; u) is continuous and di�eren-
tiable in both its arguments and by irreducibility, its spec-
tral radius �(�; u) is a simple eigenvalue. Through stan-
dard eigenvalue perturbation theory (see e.g., [12]) we see
that �(�; u) is continuous and di�erentiable in both its ar-
guments. Furthermore, @A(�; u)=@u = ��0(�; u)P < 0,
which, together with the irreducibility of A(�; u) implies
strict monotonicity for �(�; u), speci�cally, @�(�; u)=@u < 0.
Therefore, for some �xed �, existence of a single u satis-
fying �(�; u) = 1, will follow if we determine two values
of u corresponding to values of �(�; �) respectively greater
and less than unity. To this end, �(�; r̂�) < I, because
not all rates are equal. Thus, by the discussion in subsec-
tion 2.3, �(�; r̂�) < �(P ) = 1. For the other bound, let
u� = maxjfrj� � !�j g (u� may be equal to �1). In case
u� � �r�, we get limu!u�+0 �(�; u) = +1, because at least
one term to the right of (5) will tend to in�nity and all the
possibly negative terms will remain bounded. By continuity,
there exists u > �r� such that �(�; u) > 1. In case u� < �r�,
the combined application of Lemma 2.4, (3) and (5) yields
log �(�; �r�) �

P
j
�j log j(rj���r�) �

P
j
�j�j(rj��r)� = 0.

Since @�(�; u)=@u < 0 for every �; u, an application of the
implicit function theorem completes the proof for the exis-
tence and the bounds.

Now note that that all j(�) are analytic functions of their
argument, hence �(�; �) is analytic in both u and �. Further-
more, A(�; u) = �(�; u)P is an irreducible matrix, hence,
by (4), �(�; u) is a simple eigenvalue and, by standard per-
turbation theory [12], an analytic function in perturbations
of �(�; �). The analyticity of �(�; u) in both its arguments
and, by the implicit function theorem, of u(�) follows by
combining the two previous statements.
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For the monotonicity, observe that u0(�) =
�@�(�;u(�))=@�
@�(�;u(�))=@u

and we have already seen that @�=@u < 0. Let x(�) and
y(�) denote respectively the left and right Perron eigen-

vectors of A
�
�; u(�)

�
; then by standard perturbation anal-

ysis [12], @�(�; u(�))=@� =
x(�)R�0(�;u(�))Py(�)

x(�)y(�)
> 0, since

x(�)T ; y(�)
+

> 0. Therefore, u0(�) > 0. Finally, note that
u(0) = 0 and, therefore, A(0; 0) = P , x(0) = � and y(0) =
1; application of the previous formula yields @�(0; 0)=@� =P

j
�j�jrj . A similar perturbation formula establishes that

@�(0; 0)=@u = �
P

j
�j�j, completing the proof.

The importance of u(�) stems from the next theorem, which
links the function to the e�ective bandwidth theory; specif-
ically, in the notation of subsection 2.4, we have:

Theorem 3.2 For every � � 0, the limt!1(V �(�; t)=t) ex-
ists and is equal to u(�).

Proof For � = 0 trivially, limt!1(V �(0; t)=t) = 0 = u(0).

Therefore assume � > 0 and de�ne q(s; s + t)
def
= V (s; s +

t)� t(u(�)=�) =
R s+t
s

[r(t)� u(�)=�] dt; thus

IE e
�q(s;s+t) = e

�u(�)t
IE e

�V (s;s+t)
: (6)

Let n stand for the number of state-transitions having oc-
curred within [s; s + t], at the instances t0 � s � t1 �

: : : � tn � s+ t � tn+1 and denote the destination states as

�0; : : : ; �n+1. Finally, let Sj
def
= tj+1� tj; the Sj are mutually

independent r.v.s with the same distributions as Tj. In this
notation,

q(s; s+t) � q
+(s; s+t) =

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

[(r�0 � u(�)=�)S0]
+ n = 0,

[(r�0 � u(�)=�)S0]
+ +

n�1X
j=1

(r�j � u(�)=�)Sj +

[(r�n � u(�)=�)Sn]
+ n > 0,

where [x]+ = max(x; 0). (The exact value of q(s; s + t)
would have been obtained, if S0 and Sn had been replaced
by t1 � s and s+ t� tn, respectively, and the [�]+ operators
had been dropped.) Similarly, a lower bound q�(s; s + t)

may be obtained by replacing [x]+, by [x]�
def
= �[�x]+. We

will now show that there exist constants b+(�) and b�(�),
such that

0 < b
�(�) � IE e

�q�(s;s+t)
� IE e

�q(s;s+t)
� � � �

� � � � IE e
�q+(s;s+t)

� b
+
(�) <1; 8s; t; 8�: (7)

We restrict ourselves to the upper bound, the arguments
for the lower bound being completely analogous. Consider

IE
�
e�q

+(s;s+t)
�� n�; a standard backward-equations argu-

ment, slightly modi�ed to accommodate the boundary con-

ditions, yields IE
�
e�q

+(s;s+t)
�� n� = �(s)wn(�), where �(s)

denotes the vector of state-occupancy probabilities at time s
and where wn(�) = (wn;1(�); : : : ; wn;K(�))

T is given by

wn(�) =

�
�+
�
�; u(�)

�
1 n = 0,

�+
�
�; u(�)

�
A(�; u(�))n�1�+

�
�; u(�)

�
1 n > 0,

where �+(�; u) = diag
�
j
�
[rj� � u]+

�	
. By its structure,

wn(�)
+

> 0, for all n; �. Recall that A(�;u(�)) is a nonnega-

tive irreducible matrix, and �
�
A(�; u(�))

�
= �(�; u(�)) = 1.

If, in addition, A(�;u(�)) is primitive, then it is convergent
and limnA(�; u(�))

n = Q, a strictly positive matrix of rank

one. Hence, limn wn;j(�) =
�
�+
�
�; u(�)

�
Q�+

�
�; u(�)

�
1
�
j
<

1. The other possibility is that A(�;u(�)) is cyclic of period
(say) m, in which case limnA(�; u(�))

mn = Q�, the direct
sum of m strictly positive matrices of rank one. Then, the
sequences wn;j(�) are not convergent, but lim supnwn;j(�) =

max0�l�m�1
�
�+
�
�; u(�)

�
A(�; u(�))lQ��+

�
�; u(�)

�
1
�
j
<1.

We have thus established that the sequences wn;j(�) are up-
per bounded in both cases; it follows that there exists a

vector w�(�)
+

> 0, such that wn(�) � w
�(�), for all n. Con-

sequently, for all s, IE e�q
+(s;s+t) = IE IE

�
e�q

+(s;s+t)
�� n� �

�(s)w�(�) � maxj w
�
j (�) � b+(�), and the upper bound is

proved.
With the bounds of (7) at hand, equation (6) directly

yields log b�(�) + u(�)t � V �(�; t) = sups log IE e�V (s;s+t)
�

log b+(�) + u(�)t, and the result follows.

Theorem 3.2 proves the existence of an e�ective bandwidth
for the class of models under consideration and, at the same
time, determines the e�ective bandwidth function. Indeed,
the theorem directly veri�es that condition R2 holds (R1
had been veri�ed earlier), establishing the existence of the
e�ective bandwidth a(�). Comparison with condition R2
yields

a(�) =
u(�)

�
8� > 0: (8)

Theorem 3.1 assures that a(�) is an analytic function. Fur-
thermore, the bounds of the same theorem directly translate
to the `typical' bounds

�r � a(�) � r̂ 8� > 0: (9)

Note that the lower bound is tight, since, by L' Hospital's
rule and Theorem 3.1, lim�!0 a(�) = u0(0) = �r.

We now examine the monotonicity of the e�ective band-
width. By the discussion in subsection 2.4 we know that a(�)
is increasing in general. However, for the class of models at
hand, we can be more precise. To this end, we introduce
the following conditions, collectively referred to as `condi-
tions S':

S1 For every state j, such that rj 6= �r, Tj is a.s. constant;

S2 The matrix PTP is completely decomposable.

Given conditions S, we can state:

Theorem 3.3 The function u(�) (respectively: a(�)) is ei-
ther strictly convex (resp.: strictly increasing) or linear and
equal to �r� (resp.: constant and equal to �r) for all � 2 [0;1).
Linearity (resp.: a(�) = �r) applies only if conditions S hold.

Proof The function u(�) is analytic (by Theorem 3.1)
and convex (by Theorem 3.2 and the discussion in subsec-
tion 2.4). Therefore, Lemma 2.2 applies and u(�) is either
strictly convex or linear in its whole domain. If it is lin-
ear, necessarily u(�) = �r�, in order to satisfy u(0) = 0 and
u0(0) = �r. Assume linearity; by employing (5), Lemma 2.4
and (3), it follows 0 = log �(�; �r�) �

P
j
�j log j(rj� �

�r�) �
P

j
�j�j(rj � �r)� = 0, for all �, and all inequalities

must be equalities. Lemma 2.4 suggests that the second
inequality can be equality only if condition S1 holds. Simi-
larly, Lemma 2.6 requires condition S2 for the other inequal-
ity. The assertions for a(�) follow immediately by (8) and
Lemma 2.1.
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Theorem 3.3 reveals that for the models under consideration
two possibilities may occur. In the �rst case, the e�ective
bandwidth function a(�) is strictly increasing, condition R3
holds and, according to the discussion in subsection 2.4, a
queue with output capacity c, when loaded by the source un-
der discussion, reaches steady-state, whereupon the CPDF
of the bu�er occupancy has an exponential tail with param-
eter a�1(c). Equivalently, for admission control purposes, if
the bu�ering capacity is B � 0 and the target QoS is �� 1,
bandwidth equal to a(� log �=B) must be allocated to the
source. The usual Markovian uid models always fall in this
category, since they violate condition S1.

The other possibility, for which conditions S are neces-
sary prerequisites, is that the e�ective bandwidth is constant
and equal to the source's mean rate. For these sources, any
value of c > �r yields supf � j a(�) < c g = 1 and opens
the possibility that such sources may enjoy loss-less perfor-
mance, when being fed to a queue with a �nite amount of
bu�ering, even when only bandwidth equal to their mean
rate has been allocated to them. We will return to this
point shortly.

Note that conditions S are necessary but not su�cient.
As the remarks following Lemma 2.6 have already pointed
out, there exist cases where both S1{2 are ful�lled, but a(�)
is still strictly increasing. In general, the rates rj must sat-
isfy some relation (dependent on the structure of P ), in ad-
dition to conditions S, for a(�) to be constant. In section 4
we will provide a replacement for S2 which, together with
S1, constitute necessary and su�cient conditions for the de-
generate case.

We now focus on a subclass of the considered models
that contains exactly the cases where the Markov chain P
is of the �xed form (1) (where, necessarily, all nonzero ele-
ments are equal to one). We will call models in this subclass
completely cyclic. These models include all general On/O�
tra�c streams and in fact generalize them, with respect to
the number of possible data-generation rates. As has already
been mentioned in subsection 2.3, for completely cyclic mod-
els relation (5) applies with equality, regardless of the dis-
tribution of the various Tj. (It can be additionally veri�ed
that �j = 1=K, 8j.) Direct calculation will convince that
condition S1 is necessary and su�cient for a constant e�ec-
tive bandwidth. We coin the term deterministic completely
cyclic sources for those completely cyclic sources which sat-
isfy condition S1. Although such sources may still display
random aspects (if they possess states with rate equal to �r
that are sustained for random time intervals) this is imma-
terial for all intents and purposes of interest, as it will be
clari�ed momentarily.

Let us now return to the issue of loss-less performance,
for the case of deterministic completely cyclic sources. Sup-
pose such a source loads a queue with output capacity equal
to the source's mean rate, which in this case equals �r =
(
P

j
�jrj)=(

P
j
�j); we are about to study how the queue

content builds up with time. As it was just declared, the
possible presence of states with rate equal to �r is immate-
rial; indeed, during sojourns at such states, the queue con-
tent remains invariant. Similarly, inspection of (3) veri�es
that addition or removal of states with rate equal to the
mean rate does not modify the value of the latter. In conse-
quence, such states may readily be removed and we are left
with a completely deterministic system. Furthermore, since
the source periodically cycles through all states, marking a
state as `�rst' is also immaterial. Due to the periodicity, we
just have to study a single cycle. Within such a cycle, the
queue content evolves in a piece-wise linear fashion, increas-

ing if, for the current state j, rj > �r, decreasing otherwise.
Consequently, the local extrema of the queue content occur
at the sojourn boundaries. At the end of the cycle, the queue
content is equal to the value it had at the cycle's beginning.
In result, starting with an empty bu�er, the maximum bu�er
content during the cycle is

Bmax = max
1�j�K

jX
l=1

(rl � �r)�l: (10)

If this amount of bu�ering is supplied to the source, indeed
loss-less performance is achieved. Note that although the
relative sequence in which the states are visited is imma-
terial for the determination of the mean rate value (which,
in this case, is the required bandwidth to be allocated), the
sequence matters for determining the maximal bu�er occu-
pancy. To complete the thread of thought, see that in a set-
ting where multiple deterministic completely cyclic sources
are multiplexed, a conservative upper bound for the total
bu�er requirements is the sum of the individual quantities
Bmax, as given by (10). It is conservative since it does not
take into account rate cancellations arising from multiplex-
ing.

The basic ideas underlying this trivial model will be elab-
orated in section 4 to cover the general class of models under
scope.

4 The limiting e�ective rate

In the previous section we encountered sources, namely those
of the deterministic completely cyclic kind, for which a(�) =

�r, for all �. In consequence, for such sources, a(1)
def
=

lim�!1 a(�) = �r < r̂. It follows that for the class of models
discussed in this paper, it is not necessary for the e�ective
bandwidth to approach the peak rate as the performance
constraint becomes unboundedly stringent. This section will
investigate the issue in its generality.

We start by revisiting the simple completely cyclic case
(this time imposing no requirement on the distributions of
the sojourn times) and marking the important elements that
allow for a(1) < r̂. Indeed, if we load a queue with out-
put capacity c with a completely cyclic source, the bu�er
content having been contributed by the source and not yet
served by the end of the cycle is

P
j
(rj � c)Tj. If c is cho-

sen equal to the limiting e�ective bandwidth of the source,
namely a(1), then this bu�er content must be zero, under

the most stringent circumstances, i.e., letting Tj = �+j for all

those j featuring rj > c, while letting Tj = ��j when rj < c.

This reasoning leads to the conclusion that a(1) � rj for
all j featuring �+

j
=1. Furthermore, if a(1) is to be main-

tained less than r̂, then there must exist states j with rj < r̂,
such that ��

j
> 0, otherwise, the positive data content con-

tributed while the peak-rate state was visited may not be
counterbalanced.

The previous arguments, although derived heuristically
on the basis of the simplest models under scope, are in fact
in the heart of the general answer. Indeed, we can imme-
diately formalize and generalize the �rst of these heuristic

arguments. To this end, let Sinf
def
= f j j �+

j
=1g. We can

now state:

Lemma 4.1 If Sinf 6= ; then a(1) � maxj2Sinf rj
def
= r�.

Proof Assume there exists k 2 Sinf , such that rk > a(1).
Combining (5) with (8) yields

P
j
�j log j(�rj � �a(�)) �
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log �(�; �a(�)) = 0, for all � � 0. Let L = f j j a(1) � rj g

and denote its complement by ~L. Since a(�) is an increas-
ing function, a(�) � rl, for all l 2 L and the corresponding
terms in the previous inequality are nonnegative; by exclud-
ing all of them except the one that corresponds to k, we

are led to
P

j2 ~L
�j log j

�
�(rj � a(�))

�
+ �k log 

�
�(rk �

a(�))
�
� 0. Dividing by � and taking the limit, we ob-

tain (due to Lemma 2.5 and the fact that all ��j are �nite),

+1 =
P

j2 ~L
�j(rj � a(1))��j + �k(rk � a(1))�+

k
� 0, a

contradiction.

To proceed further we need to take a closer look on the
combinatorial structure of the underlying Markov chain. Let

� =
�
�1; : : : ; �`(�)

�
be a sample path of states visited in se-

quence by the Markov chain and denote its length by `(�).
Given that the Markov chain starts at state �1, the path � is

realized with probability $� =
Q`(�)�1

j=1
P�j ;�j+1 . Of course,

the path exists i� $� > 0. A path � is called a circuit

if �0 =
�
�1; : : : ; �`(�); �1

�
is a realizable path, i.e., $�0 > 0.

(Although it is customary to de�ne a circuit to include the
`closing' state both at the beginning and the end, in this
setting it is appropriate to de�ne the circuit to end just be-
fore it closes.) A circuit is called simple if all its states are
visited once. A given circuit can always be analyzed into
simple circuits.

Let C denote the set of simple circuits de�ned by the
combinatorial structure of P . (Note that, although the set of
circuits is in�nite, C is always a �nite set.) The functions on
simple circuits that we will encounter are invariant to state
permutations; accordingly, for each � 2 C we de�ne v(�) =�
v1; : : : ; v`(�)

�
as a permutation of �, such that rv1(�) � : : : �

rv`(�)(�); v(�) need not be an actual path. In this notation,

rv`(�)(�) = max1�j�`(�) r�j . We further let V
def
= f v(�) j � 2

C g (note that they may exist more than one � 2 C leading

to the same v(�)) and Vf
def
= fv 2 V j v`(v) =2 Sinf g � V.

Finally we de�ne

��(�)
def
= �

�1

`(�)X
j=1

log �j (�r�j � �a(�)); 8� > 0; 8� 2 C:

(11)
By construction, ��(�) = �v(�)(�). The following lemma
describes properties to be used later on:

Lemma 4.2 For every � 2 C, lim sup�!1 ��(�) � 0. Fur-
thermore, there exists �� 2 C, such that a(1) � rv`(��)(��)

and lim sup�!1 ���(�) = 0.

The proof is in the appendix.
We are now ready to embark on the investigation for the

value of a(1). The basic idea is to examine all the simple
circuits � 2 C in isolation, as if each of them belonged to a
completely cyclic model. Since the quantities of interest are
invariant to permutation of states, we base our investigation
on V instead. For a v =2 Vf things are not very interesting,
since by Lemma 4.1 we know that a(1) � rv`(v) . Thus, we

further restrict ourselves to Vf . For every v 2 Vf we de�ne

l(v)
def
= minfj j 1 � j � `(v); vk =2 Sinf ; 8k � j g: (12)

Since v 2 Vf , l(v) is well de�ned. We now introduce the

quantities

�rj(v)
def
=

X
k<j

rvk�
�
vk

+
X
k�j

rvk�
+
vk

X
k<j

�
�
vk

+
X
k�j

�
+
vk

; 8v 2 Vf ; l(v) � j � `(v)

(13)
and

Bj(v)
def
=

X
k<j

(rvk � rvj )�
�
vk

+
X
k�j

(rvk � rvj )�
+
vk
; 8v 2 Vf ; l(v) � j � `(v):

(14)

These quantities have the following `physical' meaning: each
� 2 C that corresponds to v is assumed associated with an
isolated completely cyclic model; then the sojourn times are
replaced by a.s. constant counterparts, some equal to the es-
sential supremum of the original r.v., the rest to the essential
in�mum. In fact, by (13), �rj(v) is then equal to the mean
rate of the induced deterministic completely cyclic model.
Similarly, Bj(v) is equal to the bu�er content (contributed
during a cycle and not yet served) of a virtual queue possess-
ing an output capacity equal to rvj and being loaded by the
induced deterministic completely cyclic model. The usage of
the extrema (�+

j
and ��

j
) are in accordance with the heuris-

tic discussion at the beginning of this section. Incidentally,
the de�nition of l(v) above was chosen so that (13) and (14)
always yield �nite values. The following lemma summarizes
the basic properties of �rj(v) and Bj(v):

Lemma 4.3 For every v 2 Vf :

a. For all j such that l(v) � j � `(v) it holds:

�rj(v)
>
=
<

rvj () Bj(v)
>
=
<

0:

b. Bj(v) is decreasing in j and there exists j � `(v) such
that Bj(v) � 0.

c. Let j�(v) = minf j j Bj(v) � 0 g. Then, �rj�(v)(v) =

maxl(v)�j�`(v) �rj(v)
def
= �r�(v) and it holds rv1 � � � � �

rvj�(v)�1 < �rj�(v)(v) � rvj�(v) � � � � � rv`(v) :

Proof Let Wj(v) denote the denominator in (13). Then,
item (a) follows immediately from the identity Bj(v) =
(�rj(v)� rvj )Wj(v). To prove (b), observe that Bj+1(v) =
Bj(v)+ (rvj � rvj+1 )Wj+1(v) � Bj(v), because rvj � rvj+1
for all j; thus Bj(v) is a decreasing sequence. Furthermore,
B`(v)(v) =

P
k<`(v)

��vk(rvk � rv`(v)) � 0, proving the ex-

istence of a nonpositive Bj(v). Finally, for item (c), a few
algebraic manipulations will show that �rj(v) � �rj+1(v) =
�(�+vj � ��vj )Bj(v)=(Wj(v)Wj+1(v)). By the de�nition of

j�(v) we see that �rj(v) is increasing for j < j�(v) and de-
creasing for j > j�(v), proving in e�ect that �rj�(v)(v) =
�r�(v). The ordering follows from rvj�(v)�1 < �rj�(v)�1(v) �

�r�(v) = �rj�(v)(v) � rvj�(v) , the �rst and last inequalities

being due to the de�nition of j�(v) and item (a).

Part of Lemma 4.3 may be interpreted as follows: for each
v 2 Vf , rvj�(v) is the smallest actual rate (i.e., correspond-

ing directly to a state among those states within v) that, if
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used as the output capacity of the virtual queue will allow
loss-less performance. Furthermore, �rj�(v)(v) = �r�(v) is the
`optimal' rate for v, in the sense that it removes the excess
slack, so that at the end of each cycle the bu�er residue is
zero. Lemma 4.3, besides establishing this fact, also pro-
vides the algorithmic way to determine �r�(v). One starts
with j = l(v) and progresses onwards, until Bj(v) becomes
nonpositive. The current �rj(v) is the required value.

Since the quantity �r�(v) characterizes, in some sense,
optimally all � 2 C featuring v(�) = v, intuition suggests
that an appropriate maximization, over the `most stringent
path' will provide the sought value of a(1) in general. This
is in fact true and is put precisely in the following:

Theorem 4.1 If Vf 6= ;, let �r�
def
= maxv2Vf �r

�(v), oth-

erwise let �r� = 0. Similarly, if Sinf 6= ; let r� be as in
Lemma 4.1, otherwise set r� = 0. Lastly, de�ne rmax as

rmax
def
= maxf �r�; r� g. It then holds a(1) = rmax.

Proof Suppose a(1) < rmax. Due to Lemma 4.1 this may
only be possible if r� � a(1) < �r�, implying also that Vf 6=
;. Pick a v 2 Vf that achieves �r

�, a � 2 C, such that v(�) = v

and let j�(v) be as in part (c) of Lemma 4.3. By this part
we get rvj�(v) � �rj�(v)(v) = �r� > a(1). Furthermore,

there exists a k < j�(v) such that a(1) � rvk . For, if
not, a(1) < rvj for all j and for the chosen circuit � we

obtain, by Lemma 2.5, that lim sup�!1 ��(�) =
P

j
(rvj �

a(1)) lim!!+1 !�1 log vj (!) =
P

j
(rvj � a(1))�+vj > 0,

contradicting Lemma 4.2. We have thus established that

9k � j
�(v) : rvk�1 � a(1) < rvk : (15)

If equality occurs on the left side, we let E = f j j rvj =
rvk�1 g, otherwise we set E = ;. Observe that for all j 2 E
we have rvj � a(�) for all �, because a(�) is increasing.

Consequently, ��(�) � ��1
P

j =2E
log vj (�rvj � �a(�)) and

to the limit (using Lemmas 2.5 and 4.2)

0 � lim sup
�!1

��(�)

�

X
j�k�1
j =2E

(rvj � a(1))��j +
X
j�k

(rvj � a(1))�+j

=
X

j�k�1

(rvj � a(1))��j +
X
j�k

(rvj � a(1))�+j ;

which, upon rearrangement yields

a(1) � �rk(v) (16)

Now, if k = j�(v) then (16) leads to a(1) � �r�(v) = �r�,
contradicting our assumption. Therefore, necessarily k <
j�(v); in this case, however, Lemma 4.3 yields Bk(v) > 0,
which (by part (a) of the same lemma) leads to �rk(v) > rvk .
This last relation, combined with (16) contradicts (15). It
follows that, necessarily a(1) � rmax.

Now suppose a(1) > rmax. Pick the special circuit ��

of Lemma 4.2 and let v = v(��). Then, necessarily v 2 Vf .
For, if not, v`(v) 2 Sinf and, by Lemma 4.1, a(1) � rv`(v) .

However, by Lemma 4.2 we also have a(1) � rv`(v) ; in

combination, a(1) = rv`(v) � r� � rmax, a contradiction to

our hypothesis. Additionally, there exists an index k such
that rvk � a(1), for otherwise rvj > a(1) for all j and we
are led to a(1) < �r�(v) � �r� � rmax, again a contradiction
to our hypothesis. Furthermore, by Lemma 4.1, rv`(v) �

a(1), thus a(1) is also bounded from above. We conclude
that there exists k such that rvk�1 � a(1) � rvk , and we
obtain

0 = lim sup
�!1

��� (�)

�

X
m

lim sup
�!1

�
(rvm � a(�))

log vm(�rvm � �a(�))

�(rvm � a(�))

�

�

X
m�k�1

(rvm � a(1))��vm +
X
m�k

(rvm � a(1))�+vm :

(Note that for all m such that rvm 6= a(1), lim sup is plain
limit. In case there is m with rvm = a(1), the results does
not change, since, by our hypothesis a(1) > rmax � r�, i.e.,
vm =2 Sinf . Accordingly, both the respective left and right
terms tend to 0.) The obtained inequality, upon rearrange-
ment, yields a(1) � �rk(v) � �r�(v) � �r� � rmax, contra-
dicting our hypothesis. Thus necessarily a(1) = rmax.

Theorem 4.1, together with Lemma 4.3, provide a general
`recipe' for computing the limiting e�ective bandwidth of
the models considered in this paper. Its assertion, however,
can be also used to determine the cases where the limiting
value a(1) remains less than the peak rate. To pursue this
matter, let P denote the set of states with rate equal to the
peak rate, viz., P = f k j rk = r̂ g. The answer is then given
by the following:

Theorem 4.2 a(1) < r̂ if and only if the following two
conditions hold:

i. P \ Sinf = ;;

ii. Every � 2 C containing a state k 2 P also contains at
least one state n =2 P, such that ��n > 0.

Proof Only if: assume P\Sinf 6= ; and let k belong to the
intersection; we obtain r̂ = rk � r� � rmax = a(1). Now
suppose condition (i) holds but (ii) doesn't. Pick a � that
violates (ii) and let v = v(�). Since (i) holds, v 2 Vf . Then,
using also Lemma 4.3, a(1) = rmax � �r� � �rj�(v)(v) �

�r`(v) = (
P

j<`(v)
��vjrvj + �+

`(v)r`(v))=(
P

j<`(v)
��vj + �+

`(v)) =

r̂, because all ��vj = 0, except possibly when rvj = r̂.

If: since P \ Sinf = ;, we obtain r� < r̂. Now pick a
v 2 Vf . If rvj < r̂ for all j, then, by construction, �r�(v) < r̂.

Otherwise, there exists a k, such that vk =2 P and ��vk > 0.
In this case all �rj(v) are strictly convex combinations of the
rates of the participating states, hence rvj (v) < r̂ for all j.
It follows again that �r�(v) < r̂. Maximizing over all v 2 Vf
brings �r� < r̂. Combining with r� < r̂, the result follows.

As it can be veri�ed by comparison to the beginning of this
section, the general conditions for a(1) < r̂ are essentially
those heuristically derived there for the simple case of com-
pletely cyclic sources. The only di�erence is that one has to
apply the `tests' to all simple circuits de�ned by the under-
lying Markov chain. As a simple application, see that for
on/o� sources, the conditions for a(1) < r̂ reduce exactly
to the requirement that �+on <1 and ��o� > 0. By following

Theorem 4.1, we obtain a(1) = r̂�+on=(�
+
on + ��o� ).

We close by noting that Theorem 4.1 may be used to
provide a necessary and su�cient condition for detecting
degenerate models that feature a(1) = �r (recall that the
combinations of conditions S1{2 in section 3 was necessary,
but not su�cient). The result is established by recognizing
that condition S1 simpli�es the expression in (13) and that
we must require �r�(v) � �r, for all v 2 Vf . The precise result
is as follows:
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Figure 1: State transitions, tra�c rates and mean sojourn
times in the example model

Theorem 4.3 The e�ective bandwidth function a(�) is con-
stant and equal to �r if and only if in addition to condition S1
there holds

P
`(v)

j=1
�vjrvjP`(v)

j=1
�vj

� �r; 8v 2 Vf :

Proof Given condition S1, all states feature constant so-
journ times, except possibly for some states featuring a rate
equal to �r. Let E denote the set of these exceptional states.
We have Sinf � E, thus r� = �r, if Sinf 6= ;, and r� = 0
otherwise. Furthermore, Vf 6= ;, since it includes v(�) for
all simple circuits � that contain a state in P, because the
sojourn times at all such states are constant and thus the
respective essential suprema �nite. Since a(�) � �r for all
�, Theorem 4.1 and the arguments just stated combine to
a(1) = rmax = �r� � �r � r�. Therefore, the statement
a(1) = �r is equivalent to �r� � �r, this in turn being equiva-
lent to �rj(v) � �r, for all v 2 Vf and all j : l(v) � j � `(v).

Since all states k with constant sojourn times feature ��
k
=

�+
k
= �k, (13) yields

�rj(v) =

X
k:vk =2E

rvk�vk + �r

� X
k<j:vk2E

�
�
vk

+
X

k�j:vk2E

�
+
vk

�

X
k:vk =2E

�vk +

� X
k<j:vk2E

�
�
vk

+
X

k�j:vk2E

�
+
vk

� :

Now consider general fractions f(x) = (A + sx)=(B + x),
where all parameters are nonnegative. It may be trivially
veri�ed that, for any x � 0, there holds f(x) � s if and
only if f(0) = A=B � s. Applying this to the fraction
equal to �rj(v) above, it follows that, instead of checking di-
rectly for �rj(v) � �r one may equivalently replace the paren-
thesized quantity with

P
k:vk2E

�vk and check this modi�ed

fraction against �r. However, the modi�ed fraction is imme-
diately seen to be equal to the one in the statement of the
theorem.

5 A numerical example

We now present a numerical example that highlights some
of the concepts and results in the paper. Consider a source-
model featuring three states, as depicted in Figure 1. The
tra�c pattern corresponding to this model alternates be-
tween silent and active periods. Most of the times the

Name Parameters Generator Mean Sup. Inf.
(!) � �+ ��

Exponen. s > 0 1
1�!s

s 1 0

Shifted

exponen. s1; s2 > 0 e
s1!

1�s2!
s1 + s2 1 s1

Uniform b > a � 0 e
b!�ea!

!(b�a)
a+b
2

b a

Table 1: Classes of PDFs used in the example & associated
properties

active period features a low tra�c generation rate of one
bandwidth unit3 and lasts on the average for 10 time units.
Occasionally, however, the activity commences with a brief
excitation, lasting on the average for 1 t:u:, whereupon the
source generates data at a rate of 10 b:u:; the excitation
is followed by the `usual' activity, which itself leads to the
silent state.

The transition matrix for the Markov Chain correspond-
ing to this model obviously is

P =
�

0 0:1 0:9
0 0 1
1 0 0

�
;

and the corresponding stationary probability vector may be

trivially veri�ed equal to � =
�
10=21; 1=21; 10=21

�
. Usage

of (3) directly yields a mean rate equal to �r = 0:5473 b:u.
The peak rate corresponds to the state with label 2 (r̂ =
r2 = 10 b:u:). Note the high burstiness of the source (equal
to 10=0:573 � 17:5). The mean rate value is also the lim-
iting e�ective bandwidth value, as � ! 0, regardless of any
other details in the stochastic behavior of the various so-
journ times.

To obtain more information on the e�ective bandwidth
function, explicit assignment of PDFs must be made to
all sojourn times. The rest of this section presents de-
tailed graphs of the e�ective bandwidth functions that result
from various such assignments. The graphs were obtained
by solving numerically for u the equation �(�; u) = 1 (see
eq. (4)), for all desired values of � and then applying (8).
All PDFs in the test-cases below were chosen among three
di�erent classes of distribution functions, namely: exponen-
tial, shifted exponential, and uniform. Various properties of
these classes are summarized in Table 1.

Note that the shifted exponential and uniform classes de-
part drastically from exponentiality; thus, such PDFs would
require a dramatically increased state space for an adequate
approximation by an ordinary Markovian model4. Further-
more, note that a shifted exponential distribution represents
the convolution between two r.v.s: one constant and one ex-
ponentially distributed. Thus, in all test cases below where
such PDFs occur, the respective states could be replaced
by a tandem of two `virtual' states (each with the same
tra�c generation rate), featuring constant and exponential
sojourn times, respectively. The fact that no such `virtual'

3The various tra�c rates and mean holding times in �gure 1 are
expressed in unspeci�ed bandwidth and time units, respectively. Ac-
cordingly, the data unit is implicitly de�ned as one bandwidth unit
times one time unit. The `free variable' � in the e�ective bandwidth
function is expressed in inverse such data units.

4More speci�cally, each state featuring a non-exponential PDF
would have to be `broken' into a potentially big number of `virtual'
exponential states, appropriately interconnected. This would provide
a rational generator approximating the exact generator of the non-
exponential distribution.
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states have to be introduced is a consequence of the gener-
ality of PDFs allowed for the sojourn times of the various
states. This generality permits the description of a given
model through a Markov Chain of minimal order.

All individual test-cases, to be presented momentarily,
are accompanied with a derivation of the corresponding lim-
iting e�ective bandwidth value, as � ! 1, through appli-
cation of the results in Section 4. For this purpose, we now
identify the simple circuits occurring in the example-model.
Direct inspection of Figure 1 (or of the form of the matrix P
for that matter) veri�es that two such circuits (to be pedan-
tic: two classes of circuits, equivalent upon rotation) arise,
namely,

�1 = (1; 3) with v1 � v(�1) = (1; 3);

�2 = (1; 2; 3) with v2 � v(�2) = (1; 3; 2): (17)

The function v(�) maps the circuits into permuted vectors of
states, featuring increasing rates, as explained in Section 4.

For the �rst test-case we let the sojourn times spent
at all states be exponentially distributed (with parameters
matching the given, �xed, mean values �j). This arrange-
ment furnishes a usual Markovian uid. Since the essential
supremum of the sojourn time at state 2 is in�nite, Theo-
rem 4.2 directly yields a(1) = r̂ = 10 (the �rst condition
is violated). Note that the same result would have been ob-
tained even if T2 possessed a di�erent PDF, as long as the
property �+2 = 1 was still maintained. This is because the
limiting e�ective bandwidth depends only on the values of
the essential suprema and in�ma of the sojourn times. As
another example, a(1) would still be equal to 10, indepen-
dently of any assumptions on the PDF of T2, provided that
both ��1 and ��3 were zero (e.g., by having T1 be uniformly
distributed in [0; 20] and T3 be exponentially distributed),
because then the second condition in Theorem 4.2 would be
violated. (States 2 and 3 are the states with rate less than
the peak rate, which are visited in the only simple circuit,
namely �2 in (17), that contains a state featuring the peak
rate). The full graph of a(�) when all Tj are exponential is
displayed as the top-most curve in Figure 2. Note how the
curve approaches the limiting value 10, as � increases.

The rest of the numerical examples are chosen so as to
demonstrate cases where a(1) < r̂. To this end, in all
subsequent instances the PDF for T2 remains uniform, in
the interval [0; 2] (so that �2 = 1); thus, �+2 = 2 < 1 (see

Table 1). Furthermore, at least one of ��1 and ��3 is always
kept strictly positive.

Firstly, consider a con�guration where ��1 = 5, ��3 = 0

and �+3 =1. Referring to the source model in Figure 1, this
choice models the fact that silence is always forced to last
at least half its average duration, while the duration of the
low activity period is unrestricted. (The choice for the PDF
of T2 in the previous paragraph has also imposed an upper
bound for the duration of the high activity state.) Two vari-
ants conforming to this con�guration will be presented. In
both variants, T3 has an exponential distribution. However,
in the �rst variant T1 has a shifted exponential distribution
with parameters s1 = s2 = 5, resulting in �+1 = +1, while
in the second variant T1 is distributed uniformly in the in-
terval [5; 15] and now �+ = 15.

To determine a(1) we must examine all v 2 Vf , as ex-
plained in Section 4. Since 3 2 Sinf , Vf contains only a single
vector, namely v2 (see (17)). Thus �r�(v2) = �r� = a(1).
Furthermore, an application of (12) yields l(v2) = 3 =
`(v2), for both variants, again because 3 2 Sinf . (Recall
that l(v) indexes elements of v, not states. In the case at
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Figure 2: E�ective bandwidth functions for various choices
of the sojourn times

hand, v2;l(v2) = v2;3 = 2.) Thus, we immediately obtain
�r3(v2) = �r�(v2) (see Lemma 4.3). Direct computation us-
ing (13) yields

�r� = �r3(v2) =
��v2;1rv2;1 + ��v2;2rv2;2 + �+v2;3rv2;3

��v2;1 + ��v2;2 + �+v2;3

=
��1 r1 + ��3 r3 + �+2 r2

��1 + ��3 + �+2

=
5� 0 + 0� 1 + 2� 10

5 + 0 + 2
� 2:8571:

Since r� = r3 = 1, we obtain (see Theorem 4.1) a(1) =
�r� � 2:8571. Observe how smaller this value is, compared
with the peak rate r̂ = 10. Furthermore, note that only
the in�mum of the silence periods matters; the limiting e�.
bandwidth value isn't a�ected when very large silences are
introduced. (This is the major `qualitative' di�erence be-
tween the two variants.) Thus, a potential shaping scheme
should focus into enforcing only lower bounds for silences.
The full graphs for a(�), for both variants, appear as the
bottom-most group of two curves in Figure 2, along with a
straight line marking the limiting value. Note that the two
variants share not only the same limiting value, but also a
quite similar evolution towards this limiting value.

The �nal example is somewhat of a reciprocal to the pre-
vious case. The silence periods are allowed to be arbitrar-
ily short (��1 = 0) but the low activity period is restricted

so as to last at least half its expected duration (��3 = 5).
Speci�cally, now T1 is exponentially distributed and T3 has
a shifted exponential distribution (thus, �+3 =1). The high
activity period is still uniformly distributed, as previously.
The derivation of the limiting e�ective bandwidth matches
exactly the procedures in the previous case, except for the
di�erence in the values of ��1 and ��3 . Applying the new
values yields a(1) = 25=7 � 3:5714, still about one third of
the peak rate. The outcome is that regulation to enforce ad-
equate silence periods may be replaced with the enforcement
of minimal periods of low activity (while always restricting
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the maximal duration during high activity, of course), albeit
with a milder e�ect. The full graph of a(�) for this exam-
ple appears as the middle curve in Figure 2, along with a
straight line marking the corresponding limiting value.

Comparing retrospectively the last two examples with
the plain Markovian counterpart presented �rst, it becomes
apparent that the presence of non-exponential sojourn times,
may lead to markedly di�erent properties of the e�ective
bandwidth function. In these settings, plain Markovian
models may severely over-emphasize (or, in other cases, not
exhibited here, under-emphasize) the e�ective bandwidth re-
quirements. This is clearly demonstrated in Figure 2.

Finally, another comment is in order, in connection with
settings where the sojourn times of some states are bounded
away from zero and/or in�nity, as is typical in the presence
of tra�c shaping or throttle control. In such cases, the lim-
iting e�ective bandwidth value a(1) may be bounded away
from the source's peak rate. The results of Section 4 enable
the computation of this limiting value, by means of elemen-
tary calculations, involving only the extremal values of the
sojourn times, which are directly available from the param-
eters of the shaping or other control function. Thus, calcu-
lation of a(1) provides the means for assessing the order
of magnitude of the e�ectiveness of a given control scheme,
with a minimum of assumptions on the sources' details.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we studied a class of uid source models with
multiple data generation rates and non-Markovian behav-
ior, in the sense that the random times with which the data
rates are sustained are allowed to be arbitrarily distributed.
This class of models generalizes the usual Markovian models
and allows a wider coverage of tra�c pro�les, with reduced
state-space requirements. The paper established that the
models under investigation possess a well de�ned e�ective
bandwidth function. This function was calculated, as the
solution of an implicit function problem arising from the
requirement that the spectral radius of an appropriate non-
negative matrix be equal to unity.

The models investigated in the paper presented a more
variable behavior than the usual Markovian uids. In partic-
ular, their e�ective bandwidth function was shown to either
be a strictly increasing function (`regular' behavior) or con-
stant and equal to the source's mean rate. Sources of the
second kind, which were completely characterized, extend
the notion of `CBR' tra�c (although they present multi-
ple data generation rates) and they were shown to be able
to achieve loss-less performance, given a �nite amount of
bu�ering and allocated bandwidth equal to their mean rate.

The qualitative investigation behind the mechanics of the
curious `CBR' property was deepened, and it was formally
found that the limiting e�ective bandwidth value, towards
the regime of unboundedly stringent QoS, need not be equal
to the source's peak rate, but may remain smaller. An eas-
ily applicable method for determining the limiting e�ective
bandwidth in general was formally established and necessary
and su�cient conditions for this value to be smaller than the
peak rate were given. Since the limiting value is an upper
bound to the e�ective bandwidth requirements for all levels
of QoS, comparison of the limiting value to the peak rate
provides a clear indication of the order of magnitude of the
bandwidth savings that may be achieved when the source's
behavior is appropriately controlled. Consequently, the re-
sults on the limiting e�ective bandwidth may be of value
either to the designer of a terminal, or to settings were the

source's activity is controllable `on-line', even when there is
no interest for loss-less performance,

A Appendix

A.1 Proof of Lemma 2.1

The function g(x) is continuous by construction. Further-
more, since limx!0 g(x) exists, it follows limx!0 f(x) = 0,
and by the continuity of f , f(0) = 0. To prove the mono-

tonicity, let `
s

�' stand for `<', if f(x) is strictly convex, and
for `�' otherwise. Assume for the moment that 0 < sup I.
Pick x1; x2 2 I, such that 0 < x1 < x2; then h := x1=x2 < 1.
By convexity,

f(x1) = f
�
(1�h)0+hx2

� s

� (1�h)f(0)+hf(x2) =
x1

x2
f(x2);

leading directly to g(x1)
s

� g(x2). A continuity argument

yields g(0)
s

� g(x), for all x > 0. The same arguments
(with a couple of changes in the direction of appropriate
inequalities) may be repeated for negative values of x, if
applicable.

A.2 Proof of Lemma 2.2

If f is strictly convex on I there is nothing to prove. There-
fore, suppose that there exist x0; x1 2 I, with x0 6= x1 and
an h 2 (0; 1), such that

f((1� h)x0 + hx1) = (1 � h)f(x0) + hf(x1): (18)

Let (f(x1)�f(x0))=(x1�x0) = r and de�ne g(x)
def
= f(x)�

f(x0) � r(x � x0). All we need is to prove that g(x) = 0,
for all x 2 I. In fact, it su�ces to prove it for all x in the
interior of I, since if this holds, then by continuity, g will be
also nulli�ed at any endpoint of I.

The function g is convex and analytic on I, since f is.
Denote �x = (1� h)x0 + hx1. Due to (18) and to the de�ni-
tions of g and r, we have g(x0) = g(�x) = g(x1) = 0. Thus,
by Rolle's theorem there exist x� 2 (x0; �x) and x+ 2 (�x; x1),
such that g0(x�) = g0(x+) = 0. Since g0 is increasing (due to
the convexity of g), g0(x) = 0, 8x 2 [x�; x+]. Consequently,
g(x) = g(�x) = 0, for all x 2 [x�; x+].

Let S =
�
s 2 I

�� g(x) = 0 8x 2 [s; x+]
	
. Obviously,

[x�; x+] � S � I. Denote s� = inf S and suppose s� >

inf I. Since g is analytic, g(n)(s�) = limx!s�+0 g
(n)(x) = 0,

for all n � 0. Furthermore, for some suitably small � > 0
and any h 2 [0; 1],

g(s� � h�) =

1X
n=0

(�h�)n

n!
g
(n)(s�) = 0;

showing that s� � � 2 S, which contradicts the de�nition
of s�. We conclude that inf S = inf I. With a similar ar-
gument, one may show that sup

�
s 2 I

�� g(x) = 0 8x 2

[x�; s]
	
= sup I, completing the proof.

A.3 Proof of Lemma 4.2

Pick a � 2 C, let `(�) = n and denote �0 = (�1; : : : ; �n; �1).
Further, let I(i; j; l) be the set of all sample paths from
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state i to state j, in l steps. Obviously, �0 2 I(�1; �1;n). In
this notation,

1 = �(�; u(�))
n
= � (A(�;u(�))

n
)

� �

�
diag

��
A(�; u(�))

n
�
j;j

	�
�
�
A(�; u(�))

n
�
�1;�1

=
X

k2I(�1;�1;n)

$k

nY
l=1

kl(�rkl � �a(�))

� $�
0

nY
l=1

�l(�r�l � �a(�))

and, by taking logarithms we are led to ���(�) � � log$�0 .
Dividing this last relation by � and letting � !1, we con-
clude that lim sup�!1 ��(�) � 0.

For the second part we �rst prove that the assertion:
\there exists a constant h < 1 such that: 8� � �0, and

8� 2 C,
Q`(�)

k=1
�k(�r�k � �a(�)) � h" is false. Suppose it is

true; let n� = max�2C `(�) and de�ne

M(�) = max
i;j

max
0�l�n��1

max
k2I(i;j;l)

lY
�=1

k� (�rk� � �a(�)):

where for l = 0 the inner maximum is conventionally as-
sumed equal to 1. Then, for any n = mn� + l with 0 � l �
n� � 1 we obtain

�
A(�;u(�))n

�
i;j

=
X

�2I(i;j;n)

$�

nY
k=1

�k(�r�k � �a(�))

� h
m
M(�)

X
�2I(i;j;n)

$�

= h
m
M(�)

�
P
n
�
i;j
; 8i; j; 8� � �0;

because any path of lengthmn�+l contains at leastm simple
circuits and any remaining part has length less than n�.
By compiling the previous inequalities to matrix form and
taking spectral radii, we obtain 1 � M(�)hm. By letting
m ! 1 we reach a contradiction, because h < 1. We
conclude that the assertion is false.

Given this result, there must exist a � 2 C, such that
lim sup�!1 ��(�) = 0. For if not, all limit suprema are
negative and �b � max�2C lim sup�!1 ��(�) < 0. Then, for
an appropriate �0, for all � � �0 we get ��(�) < �b=2, for

all � 2 C, and the assertion holds true with h = e��0b=2.

Thus, by letting C0
def
= f � 2 C j lim sup�!1 ��(�) = 0 g, we

conclude that C0 6= ;.
By the previous reasoning, only � 2 C0 may violate the

assertion and there must be at least one of them violating
it, since the assertion is false. Denote such a circuit ��.
Then, necessarily, a(1) � rv`(��)(��). For, if not, a(1) is

greater than all r��
k
and, since both a(�) and all the genera-

tors are increasing functions, we obtain that for a suitable �0

and a suitable � > 0 there holds
Q`(��)

k=1
��

k
(�r��

k
� �a(�)) �Q

`(��)

k=1
��

k
(�0r��

k
� �0(rv`(��)(��)+ �)) � h < 1, for all � � �0,

and the assertion holds for ��. Thus, by contradiction, we
obtain a(1) � rv`(��)(��).
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